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Trusted for its timeliness, readability, and sound pedagogy, The Cultural Landscape: An Introduction to Human Geography emphasizes the relevance of geographic concepts to human challenges. The relationship between globalization and cultural diversity is woven throughout; Rubenstein addresses these themes with a clear organization and
presentation that engages students and appeals to instructors. The Eleventh Edition focuses on issues of access and inequality to discuss negative trends (such as the economic downturn, depleting resources, and human-caused climate change) as well as positive steps taken (sustainability, technology, regime change, women’s rights, and more). An
updated design is optimized for eBooks and more effective student learning. The cartography and photos are fully updated, along with the text’s robust technology package. This edition is available with MasteringGeography™, which includes MapMaster™ interactive maps and videos. The Mastering platform is the most effective and widely used
online tutorial, homework, and assessment system for the sciences. Exceptionally clear organization of the material within each chapter makes the text extremely easy to use when planning lessons or studying. Every chapter features the following pedagogical and organizational features: Key Issues feature the four points around which chapter
material is organized. Questions reappear as major headings within the chapter referencing these key issues. NEW! Learning Outcomes at the start of each Key Issue section identify key skills and knowledge the student should come away with from reading each section. Contemporary Geographic Tools sections in each chapter examine how tools,
such as geographic information systems, aerial photography, and remotely sensed images, help to resolve or understand issues discussed in the chapter. Sustainability and Inequality in Our Global Village Features in each chapter discuss social, economic, and environmental issues relevant to the chapter themes. NEW! Reviews of Key Issues at the
end of each chapter reinforce important concepts with a recap of Learning Outcomes and summaries of what has been learned. Key Terms are defined at the end of each chapter. A Thinking Geographically section at the end of each Key Item review unit offers questions based on the chapter's key points, helping students apply concepts to explore
issues more intensively. NEW! Google Earth exercises at the end of each Key Item review unit directs students to explore examples related to the Key Issues in Google Earth. Resource issues and modern geographic thought and themes are emphasized throughout. A strong visual program is a hallmark of this text, and includes striking photos and
current cartography throughout. NEW! Integration of resource issues and sustainability—No longer confined to one chapter, this material is now integrated into chapter sections throughout the book that discuss resource and sustainability issues in explicitly visible context/new sections. NEW! Sustainability and Inequality in Our Global Village
features in each chapter discuss social, economic, and environmental issues relevant to the chapter themes. NEW! Material on medical geography in chapter 2 offers more dedicated coverage of medical and health geography and the challenges and threats of access, accommodating numerous faculty who are currently relying on outside material to
teach these important topics. UPDATED! Political geography coverage includes the results of the 2012 U.S. elections as well as coverage of a number of recent Supreme Court decisions (e.g., redistricting/gerrymandering, and migration), the momentum of various population uprisings, the deaths of various dictators and terrorists through 2011, and
all of the implications for U.S. and international political geography. UPDATED! Discussion of development and inequality is integrated throughout. The development chapter and overall focus of the book has been modernized to include more basic economic foundations, to reflect the current and likely long-term state of the world economy, and to
cover the widening gaps in social classes. UPDATED! Revised material on food and agriculture (Chapter 10) covers some of the most critical issues facing the 21st century: the scarcity of food and water resources and production in a planet with over 7 billion people. UPDATED! Revised coverage of folk and popular culture (Chapter 4) integrates new
applications of cultural phenomena, from professional sports to music. The book also amplifies coverage of Gender and Women’s Issues. NEW! More coverage of modern geographic thought integrates cutting-edge themes and applications of geography (such as post-colonialism, space, technology, post-modern and critical geography) to help
modernize and balance the traditional approach. The completely revised design is bright ,modern, and more user friendly. Chapter openers are redesigned to look and act more like chapter “home pages,” with graphical and textual elements that preview the entire contents of the chapter. NEW! Modular organization where length has been
streamlined for a tighter layout. All end-of-chapter Summary and Review features have been updated. The more structured end-of-chapter sections break down the summary and review questions by Key Issue, Learning Outcomes, Thinking Geographically Questions, and Google Earth activities. Cartography and photos are updated throughout. Maps
are updated, restyled, and modernized to enhance overall effectiveness and impact. All demographic data and statistics (in text and maps) are updated per the 2010 U.S. Census and 2012 Population Reference Bureau World Population Data. UPDATED! Contemporary Geographic Tools features present students with multiple representations and
applied geographic perspectives of a topic, directing them online to extend the topics by accessing data and using various technology and tools (such as GIS, Remote Sensing, and Google Earth). UPDATED! Photo program revisits all photos in the text, making clearer connections between the figures and the narrative (including titles and geographic
IDs for all photos). Key maps within MapMaster in MasteringGeography are used, connecting book assets directly to online media and assessment. UPDATED! Advanced Placement Human Geography content and organization ensures consistency with the A.P. course and exam. NEW! Mastering Geography™— The Mastering platform is the most
widely used and effective online homework, tutorial, and assessment system for the sciences. It delivers self-paced tutorials that provide individualized coaching, focus on your course objectives, and respond to each student’s progress. The Mastering system helps instructors maximize class time with customizable, easy-to-assign, and automatically
graded assessments that motivate students to learn outside of class and arrive prepared for lecture. MasteringGeography offers: Assignable activities that include MapMaster™ interactive maps, Encounter Human Geography Google™ Earth Explorations, geography videos, coaching activities on the toughest topics in human geography, select
Geoscience Animations, end-of-chapter questions, reading quizzes, Test Bank questions, and more. Student study area with MapMaster™ interactive maps, videos, select Geoscience Animations, Web links, glossary flashcards, “In the News” RSS feeds, reference maps, an optional Pearson eText including versions for iPad and Android tablets, and
more. 1. Basic Concepts 2. Population and Health 3. Migration 4. Folk and Popular Culture 5. Languages 6. Religions 7. Ethnicity 8. Political Geography 9. Development and Inequality 10. Food and Agriculture 11. Industry 12. Services 13. Urban Patterns Geography Coloring Book, 3rd Edition Show Order Information for Pearson offers affordable and
accessible purchase options to meet the needs of your students. Connect with us to learn more. K12 Educators: Contact your Savvas Learning Company Account General Manager for purchase options. Instant Access ISBNs are for individuals purchasing with credit cards or PayPal. Savvas Learning Company is a trademark of Savvas Learning
Company LLC. Porter ©2012 | Pearson Format Website ISBN-13: 9780321682215 Online purchase price $19.99 Students, buy access Availability Rubenstein ©2014 | Pearson Format Website ISBN-13: 9780321858948 Online purchase price $49.99 Students, buy access Availability Rubenstein ©2014 | Pearson Format Website ISBN-13:
9780321861092 Online purchase price $84.99 Students, buy access Availability Rubenstein ©2014 | Benjamin Cummings | 576 pp Format Cloth ISBN-13: 9780132926584 Suggested retail price $189.96 Availability This item is currently unavailable for purchase on our websites. Instructors, you may still place orders with your bookstore. Human
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